PRICES & INFORMATION

Wedding Photography - £1200
My Wedding Photography Package Includes....
Capturing your entire day from the hair, the make up and the pinning on of
button holes to the jumping, jiving and cuddles at the end of the day
A collection of individually edited images on a USB memory key for you to
keep, print from and treasure forever
50 miles of travel
An Engagement Shoot (see details below)
We can meet face to face, chat on the phone or be in touch via email as often
as you would like before the day of your Wedding. I like to know as much as
possible about the style and feel you are hoping to create on the day and
whats most important to you. To me, each Wedding is completely unique and
therefore I have no set time that I arrive or depart, no fixed amount of
images that you will receive and we can completely tailor the running of
your day to get the photographs you have been dreaming of. I have been
involved with Weddings of all types, religions and backgrounds and love that
each Wedding is totally unique and special. So please get in touch and tell me
all about yours.

Engagement Shoots - £120
A fabulous way to mark and celebrate your engagement or to be given as a
gift to a happy couple you know. Engagement shoots work on a similar basis
to the On Location Portrait Shoots but can also be used for images for your
Wedding invitations and stationary. It is a great opportunity to get some
special images of the two of you together at an amazing time in your lives
that you will want to remember forever.

On Location Portraits - £120
My Portrait Shoots Include....
A minimum of one hour capturing your images
A collection of individually edited images on a USB memory key
Portrait sessions can be used to capture you, your family, your children, a new
baby, or who ever is special and dear to you. Timings for Portrait shoots can
vary and will be agreed beforehand but my main aim will be to capture the
characters of everyone I photograph and to use the surroundings and the light
to create beautiful images. The location can be decided upon together but I
always think a great place to start is to think of a place that is special to you. If
you have ideas I would love to hear them.

Albums
I use a wonderful company called Folio Albums to create all of my Albums. If you
would like to add one of these to any of my packages or would like to enquire in
to ordering after one of my shoots then please get in touch for more specific size
and price information.

If you have any questions or would like me to photograph an event or occasion that is not
listed here please do not hesitate to get in touch. My prices aren’t scary and nor am I
and I would love to hear your thoughts and ideas.
x

